We welcome the renewals of Sid Steele-Louisville Ky-Roland Burson-Mansfield 0-John Curgan-Philadelphia,Pa-Hilding Gustafson Rockford,Ill and also S/Sgt Al Mailey and SGT James McGregor from our Members Service Fund. Thanks to all of you with wood luck and good DXing.

**DX CALENDAR**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DATE</th>
<th>CALL</th>
<th>LOCATION</th>
<th>KCS--CLUB--</th>
<th>ALL TIME EWT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FEB 12</td>
<td>WTCM</td>
<td>Traverse City</td>
<td>Mich.</td>
<td>1400 N R C   4:00 - 5:00 AM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>WISE</td>
<td>Asheville</td>
<td>N.C.</td>
<td>1230 N R C   4:00 - 4:30 AM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16 &amp; 17</td>
<td>WWSR</td>
<td>St Albins</td>
<td>VT.</td>
<td>1420 TEST-NRC 5:30 - 6:55 AM</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

WTCM-TRaverse CITY, Mich. Well here is another DX from this swell station again this season. Mr. Jack Stinson, Engineer would like reports from every NRC Member if possible. WHBQ will be on, but WTCM's signal is very good with half way right conditions. Last years program failed due to poor reception conditions in the latter part of March. This is one of our last DXes for this season, so let us all make an extra effort to be tuned in Feb 12th from 4-5 AM EWT. To add as an extra inducive to get up there will be a prize offered. This will be for the most complete report which is most helpful to the Engineers of WTCM. Mr. Jack Stinson will be sole judge. The prize will be either a Years renewal if won by an NRCer, or a Years membership in the NRC if won by a non member. Thanks to Mr. Stinson for his cooperation and to Bill Gabriel Jr. who arranged this DX.

A phone call from our good member Phil Nichols, says that Mr. Batchelder, C.E. of WKNE has written him naming the winners of the 2 prizes that were offered on this DX. Mr. Bob Gorsuch was winner of 1st Prize and Mr. Norman Maguire winner of 2nd Prize. Veries will be forthcoming very soon and the Renewal for one year will be sent Bob and $1.00 in cash to Norm. Thanks to you Mr. Emnest Batchelder for your swell cooperation.

Mr. W.C. Groves Jr., Chief Engineer of Radio Station WGNC writes that he was sorry that their freq check covered our DX from Kore. Reason he gave was that account of WWDC becoming a 24 hour station, WGNC had to change their check to the 4th Mon from 4-4:30 AM EWT. He also adds that all COMPLETE REPORTS will be verified. Several reports received by him just state that WGNC was heard, music played, send me a verification. To reports like these, no verification is forthcoming. A Complete report must be sent with return postage in order to secure a verie. From the NRC we say thanks to Mr. Groves for his help in keeping our hobby to a high degree and making a verie from WGNC a real verie that means something to all real DXers. (This info from a verie received by Johanns)

Well boys this is Thursday P.M. All main and info received is included in this bulletin. The snow storms in and around Buffalo have really been a slow down for every thing, even mail. Instead of it thawing little by little, it seems to be piling up little by little, snow nearly every day. So just in case of your bulletin not arriving, you can be sure that the snow is the cause. It will be delivered to the P.O. on Saturday mornings as usual, so the delay will not be because of any reason at Club HQ. So for the next few weeks, mail your reports and info a day earlier if you ca
Marinette, Wisc–Daily sked 7AM–12MDT; 7:57AM–MDT Sundays and it may be possible to hear them on Sunday AM. They have no test schedule. (Sid Steele–Louisville Ky)

San Juan, P R hrd s/on at 7 AM Daily (CPL Len Kruse–Pt Monmouth)

Austin, Tex checks 1st and 3rd SAT at 3–3:30 AM (Pat Reilley)

Uniontown, Pa operates 6–6:15 Non directional and from 6:15–6:30 with directional array. (Grant Batson–Westfield N Y)

St Petersburg, Fla does not operate allnite (Johans–Buffalo)

Who is the Spick that QRMs WJR evenings? (Baton)

Berlin, German station on 1/27 and a good R–5 while WHAS was off the air. (Pat Reilley–Jamestown N Y)

BBC Forces program till 3:30 AM on 25 and 26th (Stone) Another on 1149 (BBC) did not stick for calls.

Newburgh N Y sked 8:15AM–5:45 PM Deiley (Kruse)

Sked is 7AM–1AM EWT D lily, Freq checks irregular (Steele)

Columbus, 0 s/off 2:30–5:30 AM on 4th WED (Gabriel–Lakewood 0)

Tucson, Air on till 3AM with RB every AM this week (Stone)

Fredericksburg, Va s/on daily at 7:45AM (Kruse)

Camden, N J A little help, who signs the veries?? (Kruse)

Kansas City, Kan s/off EVERY WED 3–7 AM EWT (Edge–Buffalo)

York, Pa signs on SUN AM at 7AM (Baton)

Richmond, Va checks 4 WED 3–3:30 and said they would be back in 4 weeks. (Gabriel)

Las Vegas, Nev believe they tested 3:55–??? before WGIL s/on at 4. Hrd calI mentioned and said it was their monthly freq check. R–5 below WHBQ. Anyone hear this?? (Gabriel)

Plainview, Tex. AL BARTHOLOMEW Who signed your verie? (Gabriel)

San Luis Potosi, S L P. Venustiano Carranzo #22 and signed by Josefina Delgado de Jimenez. (Reilley)

Rocky Mount, N C tested 2/26 from 2:44–3:30 AM (Johanns)

Who were they?? Two Spicks, I dont believe either were Mexicans covering WWDC like a blanket, hrd Radio America announced once. Bot got no other call letters, I say 2 as I got 2 different logs on this freq, definitely 2 different stations. One having Spanish light concert and other everything from Operas to Swing How about it, youse guys with those Super sets. Were you awake Pop? Now there are 2 Radio Americans on this freq, was it both of them or was it one off em? Who was the other station

Selma, Ala checked 3rd FRI 4:10–4:20AM 100W (Johanns) / (Stone)

Gaston is, N C changed check to 2nd SAT account WWDC 4–4:30AM This from verie. (Johanns)

Petersburg, Va 250W ultd. Southside Virginia Broadcasting Corp

Cleveland, Tenn. 250W ultd Robert W. Rounsaville

Macon, Ga 250W ultd Macon Broadcasting Co.

Harrishburg, Pa 250W ultd Harrisburg Broadcasting Co.

Conway, S C 250W ultd Loys M. Hawley.

DELETE (By order of the WPE, considered non-essential)

Tulare, Calif 250W ultd Herman Anderson

Sacramento, Cal 250W ultd Central Valley Broadcasts.

Helena, Maxx Ark from 1490 kcs.

Charlotteville, Va from 1450 kcs effective 2/4, this was heard on 2/1 by PFC Kenny Page who DXes on his furlough.
JACK SIRINGER ?? The following letter was rec by Jack Gardner who sent it in to let you other members know about Jack:– In a valiant effort to keep myself out of the proverbial doghouse, I am sending my seasons greetings from somewhere in Saudi Arabia. They tell me this is Xmas day but I'll be darned if it seems such. Albeit the steward put out an extraordinarily good meal with turkey, ham and all the customary trimmings. If we were fortunate we may be able to spend New Year's Eve in Iraq or Iran where we may be able to indulge, to a reasonable degree, in the cup that cheers. We had quite a trip over here alto we were kind of running in circles one night evading what a few lads on the bridge presumed to be a sub. You can probably guess how excited the watch can become on a dark night when even a fishing trawler, tug or corvette might assume the appearance of a sub. Needless to say the time rather drags out here. I manage to kill quite a few hours playing cards and reading but of course that also becomes monotonous after a while. We are however very fortunate in having a good steward's department and a ship that is unusually clean throughout. Well this is about all for the present and if I have any news later plus the requisite vitality for writing a letter you may hear from me again before I get back, so with my best wishes to you people, old man siringer says bye now till later.

CPL EDWARD J WYMAN–PACIFIC Well I haven't much to say in this letter but there are a couple of items I want to clear up. First is an item in the October 21st bulletin. In it Larry Yarnes had in freq frolics that he heard a Jap on 1000 kcs, ever since the middle of August. I'm going to have to disappoint him because it is not a Jap but a Hawaiian. There are 2 stations running together. One of which announces as KBCO 6120 kcs and they also announce another station on 1000 kcs. They only announce in English at the beginning of their program. The rest is in Japanese even the sign off. They operate from 2 to 8 AM EWT. The second item is a new station for you guys. It is WTOK on 1510 kcs. All programs are in English with quite a number rebroadcast of big network programs. They announce as "The Voice of the Armed Forces in the Far East" They operate from 7 to 8:30 PM EWT and from 5 to 11:30 AM EWT. (Ed this is our time) Boy it is sure good to get those bulletins too. They are almost like a letter from home. And by the look of the list of all those special DPs you guys are really on the ball and operating. Well I've got to go now so I'll sign off with a reminder to notice the new QRA if you haven't seen it before, only difference is APO which is now 321.

ENSIGN STEVE MANN–IN THE ATLANTIC Here I am out at sea and for the first time in a number of months have done a little tuning. The ships radios really are swell for DX. In answer to Joe Lippincott's query in a recent bulletin the Dominican Republic station he heard is HI2D, Ciudad Trujillo actually on about 1023 kcs, but announcing as 1040 kcs. I have heard them very well. But the best Dominican station hrd out here is HI2Z on 1400 kc also in Ciudad Trujillo. They have been heard very strong and asking for reports. Heres another good one for the boys to try for; WVDI on 990 kc "The Voice of American Servicemen" Port of Spain, Trinidad, British West Indies. Brazil on 1490 and 1180 have been heard but static stopped me from identifying them. Venezuela are thick, including such small catches as YV6RA on 1490 kc in Barcelona. Have hrd 8 stations in the capital Caracas alone. Expect to be back in the states before too long for a short while at which time I will forward quite a lot of dope on the foreign BCB stations. My best to everybody. (Thanks Steve and the best to you)

ROLAND BURSON–MANSFIELD Q Very little DX here for several months. Before cold weather TAs and TPs were good, some AMs hrd as high as 20 Aussies 4QR being the loudest and BBC on 877 showing K9 many nights. Since cold weather only a few 3As were hrd and haven't done much DX. Been trying to get into the Maritime Service as radio operator. (OK Roland—good luck.)
JOHN D. LONG-DALTON GA WAGM didn't come thru for me on 1/14 after standing by for one hour for them. The ann at WWDC said that they wasn't heard there either. 1/16 WEF testing, WMLT the Voice of Dublin Ga jrd 1/7 with a very good signal, sent them a report. Hrd again yesterday AM very good. KGW has been coming in lately with very good sig with a program for listeners to send any musical selection they would like to hear. Music at MDT is the name of it. Hrd from 2:30-4 AM EWT. Verie back yesterday from CFBR card and said Maguire was furthest reporter on DX. 1/11 logged CBR and to received their verie. Hrd CKHI the other AM s/off but not enough for rpt. KORE 1/22 came in with fair sigs, WGNC coming on just after they s/on for the DX and spoiled reception for first 32 minutes altho I did hear KORE behind them. Their sig last 5 minutes very good. Also send Bob Gorsuch a list of stations hard to hear. Veries in since last writing are from KGLO-KGLA-CHEX which was very attractive card, 1230 in large letters across the card. CBR today-CFBR-WWSR-KROS. Mr. Gilbert Andrews, c.e. of KROS said that they had always received lots of DX reports from our members. Said as present conduct freq check on 1st WED of month 5:45-6AM and they have had trouble getting out at that time and they plan to change it to an earlier hour on same date in near future. He mentioned receiving a report from New Zealand some time back. KFAR a very attractive letterhead which is very friendly and said to inform the boys of their DX program the 2nd THURS from 3:15-3:45 EWT. Hrd KGEX on their last months check & sent report. Notice several of the boys are hearing KFAR and getting the veries back. Would like to know what time they are on as I have tried on several times and failed so far. Regretted to learn of Harold Burstrom's death. (Try for KFAR anytime after WEF signs off)

LT JACK QUINTELLE
BOX 632 U of P DORMS
37th and SPRUCE
PHILADELPHIA 4, PENN

It has been a long time since writing, but a lot has happened since then. Been on the move almost constantly since last July. Been in New Guinea-Bougainville-Scipan-Tinian and Leyte before returning home for a leave just before Xmas.

I got banged up a bit on the other side but it doesn't bother me at all anymore. At present I'm studying a course in Japanese at the University of Pennsylvania sponsored by the Office of Strategic Services which is the outfit I am now working for. It looks as if I shall be here for about 6 months, and as quarters are very good, I plan on doing a little DXing on the side. I understand that there are some new stations on the air now and since WIBG and WCAM, a couple of locals are in my wanted list, I plan on going to work on them very shortly. So Hello to you NRCers.

WWDC-BOB SHAFFER-WASHINGTON, D.C. The mail has been full of letters from members of the NRC, thanking us for standing by for the WAGM test program on January 14th. I'm glad to know that such a small favor could have been so beneficial to so many. I note that quite a few mentioned that the Great Scott said that no one here received WAGM and that some of your members regarded some of his remarks as uncomplimentary. I was not in the studios and could not be sure of what he said, but what ever it was should be overlooked, because he is quite a character and is quite unorthodox in his method of announcing. His forte is panning commercials, control operators and everything in general. Some listeners take offense to some of the things he says, and a couple taxi cab drivers entered the studios one nite last week to give him a whipping, but came out second best as Scott is quite a big man. If there is anything else that we can do for you, please write me. The boss was quite impressed with the mail and I don't think I would have any trouble getting him to OK anything reasonable. I am an old DX hound myself and am sympathetic. ------(Well boys the above is a swell letter and it is hoped that no one will take offense to Scott's remarks. WWDC going off on Monday AMs should be sufficient and your Editor believes that any DXes arranged on 1450 kcs can be on a Monday AM)

And thanks to all of you who wrote WWDC, the above shows what can be done.
JOE BRAUNER-WILLIAMSVILLE, N.Y. At last a new verie to report; Thanks to Sid Steel’s tip, a card signed by Mr. Harrison of KSWO is now in hand, came back in less than 10 days and its only station reply this week. This one, 3 years overdue, was sure welcome. Nothing very exciting to report otherwise. DX good but just usual stations. WJOB was on all morning once or more and was talking about Sun Dodgers Club and asking for suggestions on what we wanted to hear, can it be that we are to have another all morning program to choose from? WJEF also testing on same date and 1230 rived 1340 for QRM. WKBZ also doing considerable testing after 3 AM this week. This KOVO gets me down, first they tell me their monthly test is on the 2nd Mon, later correct it to 3rd Mon, and now Al reports hearing them on the 4th Mon. (OK Joe and let some body see if they can really get the time of their reg check-hay)

GRANT BATSON-WESTFIELD, N.Y. Reception seems to improve some lately but not too many reports out. 1/22 WFIL; 1/23 KICD thru several stations, they do pack a lot of power for 100 watts, also KEEN at sign off and KIUL on 1240 kc testing at 3:04-3:14 AM; 1/24 KOH at s/off; KXEL from 7:7:30 AM; 1/25 WIBU; 1/26 KUSD 2:31-3 AM s/off and seems this station broadcasts to 3AM EWT; 1/28 WORK on 1350 kcsat s/on at 7 AM with Old Fashioned Revival Hour. This is SUN AM Veries from WISE-WHIS-WSNJ-KWIR-WMBM-KMA-WJLD-CHML in 5 days Pop. What I want is CPCO out since 12/25. What’s the mateer with WAJR, nothing here from special of 11/28, other late ones are WKEU-KEVR well 9/18 I got mine back, 111-KABR-WHIT-KASA-WTAX-KRIS-WMWN and KAVE. Tried for YV5XR on 1160 kc at 6:30 AM 1/28/45 and static fairly strong and too much. Carrier was certain it was them. Some TPs on 1149-1122, maybe 1118-950-877 and 668, the latter one I listened to for some time because I figured maybe KFAR might be on but discovered it was a bit high for that, anyway the program was different. 1/28 who was on 1150 kept playing either Mdt or 3 o'clock in the morning between 5-5:30 AM with about 2 minute interval, no station identity given.

BILL GABRIEL-LAKEWOOD O Not much DX here. Few reports out to WWRL-KTAS-KORE-WGHC-KAVE-ZNS-WAGM-WBTN-KMAC and overdue to KVOP-KWAT-WMBH-KRBC and KGNC. Veries in from WJEF-CEKY-KWLC, the latter for a report of Feb 44, Hi AL M.ley. Here’s a quote from Walter Winchell’s column that might be good news to most of us. "Radio Stations may be forced to suspend all night recorded programs—if skilled technicians are drafted. It would save electricity, say Gov’t execs, for both stations and tuner-inner. Almost too good to be true-Hi.

HERB CAMPBELL-ATHENS PENN Vfb verie from CHSJ in promptly. I thanked WWDC for leaving the air during WAGM show, on my SWL card, and received a verie from WWDC by return mail. Well what more could one ask? KORE was a wierd affair. They seemed to thrive on trouble, as they were at their best under WGNC and toward the last, under the carrier of WHIS. How is the best way to send return postage to a Colobian station? ???????? (Colobian)

Your Editor has noticed lately that a number of you boys are again asking for verie signers. Marshall Blanchard, 4035 Prairie Ave., Brookfield Ill. offered to keep a list of up to date verie signers last season and he was given that department of the club. It would be appreciated if all you lads would sit down and send Marsh your verie signers for the past couple months at least. Then when you want one just drop him a note asking for it and ENCLOSING A 3¢ STAMP FOR HIS REPLY, or use a DOUBLE CARD. By using this method you will receive a lot faster service, by asking in the bulletin it takes at least 2 weeks and maybe more, by going direct to Marsh it can be had in a few days. Marsh has shown interest in his Club as have Bob Gorsuch and Sid Steele, so please cooperate with them and do as they ask. I. Ill benefit you in your hobby. When sending your list of verie signers remember to include the date your verie was received, in this manner the latest signer can always be had. Then keep it up.
PAT REILLEY-JAMESTOWN N.Y. Cant find all my notes, 2/26 overslept but hrd WJHP with their new antenna at 6AM. WPDIS all covered up by WXYZ here.
2/27 Berlin on 841 while WHAS was off and about an R-5. The English stations on 977-1149-1013 were good today. WFMJ tested at 3:30 and an unknown Spick behind WAAT.
2/28 A Mex on 1370 kc after 3:30. The English on 1149-1013-1123 and 377 were all good, a weak foreigner just alongside KJBS on 1100 who bothered them quite badly. The unknown Spick behind WAAT again. 2/29 The Spick behind WAAT again, are bothering XEL also today.
XECW only new verie all week and KTBC as a dup.

CPL LEONARD KHUSE-FT MONMOUTH N.J. Still attached to the hospital but am getting back in shape, after losing at least a dozen pounds from my recent illness.
1/22 logged WJEJ on 1240 kc jumble at 7:30 PM and then on 1240 at 9PM logged Pat's home town station WJTN with a station break.
Then several days while dialing early in the morning I heard them mention my name for writing them. Followed on 1/24 by logging WCHS behind WTAG.
1/25 WATN was hrd s/on at 7AM followed at 7:45 with WFVA s/on. On 1/26 WEEJ was logged s/on at 7AM with news broadcast pushing WWDC aside, Sunday AM. 1/28 WKBO was hrd 7-7:30 AM with religious program behind WTH, on the same day I logged CFCY, Charlottetown, P.E.I interfering with WMAL.
The verie past week include a letter from WNBB by Hugh R Norman, mgr. He stated the reason I can hear WNBB and WOCB (sister station) regularly is because the transmission is over salt water conducton. A swell letter from Richter, of WATN who returned postage. He states "We consider the DXers are our friends and we consider they do us a favor when they send us a reception report". Then from WDBO came a nice letter and program sked and from it I noticed a fellow NRC member, Ralph Johannes of Buffalo received a box of fine oranges. How come Ralph, you never mentioned it in your report? Afraid Pop Edge would make a visit to your home? (No Len its was because he wasn't sure of winning them and they hadn't arrived up to publishing time last week-Pop) Incidentally WDBO has a weekly contest and the farthest listener receives a box of the Florida oranges. From WRUF a swell letter back on their fine station. Its swell to have. Sorry to hear of WAGM's fire, surely hope the reports are not destroyed as my reception notes on the program have been misaid. Thnk to Al Bartholomew for the fine information on my inquiry on NAA. With the new order put out by FCC there will be very few more new stations coming on the air and also very few changes in existing stations. Remenber WONE? This station now has before the FCC an application to boost power to 50KW. Wow.

HILDING GUSTAFSON-ROCKFORD ILL. Have done a little DX lately, but also have caught up on some much needed sleep. Latest veries are in from Droitwich-Moorside Edge Regional and KFAR. The call of KFAR stand for "Key For Alaska Riches! They verified prompty. Sent them a report for Christmas morning reception. They were very loud and clear and could be copied pretty close to 100%. Was surprised that there wer not other DXers to report them for Christmas morning. They were good. KTKN, Ketchikan was also heard the same AM. On Christmas AM 12/25 I hrd & mess of Spanish speaking stations. Of these I heard 2 mystery stations and wonder if any other DXer identified them? One of the Spicks was on 910 and was very weak. He possibly was a S.A. The other Spick was on 1090. He signed off at 4:03 AM EWT or 5:03 AM EWT. Latest DX here is Algers on 941; A TA on 866, believe him to be Graz, Austria; 913 a French station; 922 Brno, Czech; 932 Brussels; 1158 & TA believe to be a Czech station; 1086, here BV of Sweden has been consistently good; 1010 3HA of Australia was fair; All BBC stations have been good. That is all the big powered BBC stations. United Nations Station in Algers on 1176 hasnt been hrd very good since Dec, but manages to thru a weak signal on some evenings. Have heard KFAR on several AMs, seems to push thru a better sig near 3 AM EWT. Seems his peak time.
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In Regard To Verifying by Dave Thomas.

Another article appeared in "DX NEWS" about reporting, so this being opposite, believe it no more than right to publish it. However with this article, both sides have spoken their ideas, so no further discussion will be published in our bulletin. Like so many other questions in the hobby we do have different ideas and your Editor believes in showing both sides of a question. Your Editor suggested that Positive identification be held before sending a report, but he will admit Dave has some good arguments.

Personally I disagree with you Pop on requesting verifications. I believe if you have a cause to think the station heard was so and so and if you get positive titles and their times played and an accurate log made on the program, so the station can check their log with it, even tho you failed to get the call a report is in order. For the engineer would rather get a definite data to check their logs than a meager report with a saying I heard your call. Give the station the facts as to what you heard, the reason the call was not understood, and ask them to check their log close as possible identification by call letters was not made. For all of you who reported to WDBC (I was one of them who reported March titles and said that no call was heard) this is not a poor or sloppy policy like Bob and Pop is trying to make out. QRM can easy block a call and by sending in a positive selection which was able to get thru the mess was a correct thing to do, for with the title given them the station had a definite check to go be from their log. WDBC was to be on and with this data any DXer should and did have a perfect right to report them. Since WXGM was on (as they want reports on their signals according to Koops report in bulletin) I believe Bob Gorsuch should forward all these reports to WXGM and explain, that as positive identification of selections were made, but an error or not understanding call, the reports were sent to wrong station, and now being sent to WXGM. Should they be interested in their coverage on this test thru the 1490 mess. Some of the fellows may need WXGM verie, but I've verified him several times and if they reported the correct title and it checks with WXGM's log, even tho did not send it to correct station, they still should get a verie for all after all they did hear the station or they could not have reported the selection. I've often wanted to explain my attitude to this, when I've see you ride the boys for sending in a report, even tho it was accurate, to the wrong station, so thought this was the best time in the world to do so. I dont mean by the above however to guess at a station, for example if you hear a man talking in Spanish and it is a weak jump to a conclusion that you have a 100 watt in Spain or the like, or when some station, because he is weak claim its a TA or TP, and the like, or send a report by guess to some station and say I heard music, please verify. But acts with reason and justify your claims and reports. In case of WDBC every one who reported Marches were within their rights and did 100% right according to my point of view in DXing. * * * David T. Thomas

AL BARTHOLOMEW-CORNING N Y Sorry but I missed KORE special, just forgot about it. Guess I was only one to hear KOVO that morning too as everyone was after KORE. DX Bottom since. Good Sunday morn tho. TAS good especially BBC. Reported to N.R. on 663 kcs. Only 2 veries in lately. WGKV to finish W gst Virginia and WRLD.

DAVE THOMAS PROCTORVILLE Q TO MALEY & OTHERS KWLC verified rpt in 5 days Sent 1/13, verie back 17th. KORE was received OK here during NRC-DX, but suffered from WGNC plenty at times. Full hours rpt sent tho. XEAW is back on the air. Heard testing using English Sunday and Monday AM on 1280 kcs 1/14-15; has a nice signal here. CHA now Monterey.

NATIONAL RADIO CLUB DX NEWS

BILL STONE-TORONTO, ONT. TIPS and LPO REPORTS

February 3, 1945

BILL STONE-TORONTO, ONT. 1/21 0dd 5pick hrd testing for Com Radio; 1/22 No go on either KODY or KIGW covered by others. Plenty of stations on the air, mostly carriers. Seeing the DX you lads get I had set checked so now watch out. Noise level high on bottom of band but OK from 5400-1000 kcs. KFPY-KJR-KKMO all better than H-7, KTAR & KVGA a cinch till 3 AM every morning. At 3 finds KGBN R-5; At 3:15 KFUN is over WCOL and easily copied for new one. 3:55 2FC Sydney Aust over KFRC but dropped below audible when KFRC s/o 4:25-4:30 KEXO really slapping WEXL around. WHAT not on, maybe a silent AM each week; 1/24 West coasters again coming in, seems carriers on every band that I am looking for a station, but the one I want isn't. Looking for WOOD-WOAI-WBNS were 3 of over a dozen with strong carriers. Carrier on CHUM hrd. WCOL off 2:34-6AM and announced as weekly affair, but WITH too much. WJPR testing on 1340; 1/25 Forces station BBC hrd on 885 till 3:30; WMAN 1-2:30 on f.c.; WFVA on 1290 kcs not 1230 as listed a while back at 2:03-2:25; WJUB as Maley list 12 below at 4AM here; 1/26 2 BBC again coming thru, one on 1149 telling German people about Shickelgruber, and it wont be long with Russis on one side and Canada-U.S.-England on other. Who was 3rd station behind KUSD and KFPY, dropped out of s/off at 3 AM with them; 1/27 WHA with DX program till 2:06; OK you super DXers with real sets, look in Freq Frolics on 1450 kc and see if you can help me out. May be is could be CX-46 or CP-8, but who was the other. Covered WWDC like a blanket. West coasters & TAs were coming in good. 1/28 Swell AM for TAs. BBC hrd on 885-1050-1145. With Rennes on 1040 giving HJZC too much of an argument and Bordeaux on 1077 all above hrd with better than R-7 sigs here. HJAK a cinch on 1310 from 2:30 till after 3. No sign of Venezuelan on 810 this AM. Can you write & expect a reply from either of the BBC or French stations???

Ralph S. HENRY FRANKEL-CAMP CROWDER, MO To Gabriel. I didn't get your letter here with your report. Seems that they do not seem too efficient in regard to locating me. The letter will probably get back to you as did one of the bulletins. Am on QG tonite 1/28 and have a small Zenith here, so far have logged KWTO-WDAP-WSM-KGGF-WLS-WENR-KVOD-WOSB-WGN. There are lots more coming in on the set and maybe later on in the early AM I'll get some rough ones. Have no time to report these unfortunately, but I enjoy just getting them. Spent a 3 day pass in Kansas City last week, had a grand time, visited KMBC but couldn't get close to anyone important. The nights are very cold out here and we had some nice snow last nite and this AM. But it doesn't make Army life any more bearable. I'm still waiting for some word from KOAM on a contemplated DX from them.

PHIL NICHOLS-E HARTFORD, CONN Got verie back from CKNW, nice letter head verie and signed by E Ross McIntyre saying my report checked OK with log and believe Pop and I are practically the only East coast members with this catch. Reported to XETU on 1460 kc SUN AM, were on till 2:43. MON AM reported to what I thought was XELQ on 940 from 1-1:30 but find that FCC says its XEQ, so am mailing report to them. Could have sworn I hrd Morela mentioned but it might have been a news item. Had very strong signal. (Yep Phil that CKNW verie really looks swell-Pop)

RALPH JOHANNIS-BUFFALO N Y Since last report veries in form of letters have come in form KYA-WWNY-WJAN-WBAP-WOREN stamped on plain sheet of paper-WOFC-WSPD-WGNC. Cards from KFAC-WHBB-CSAMQ taking 17 days to arrive-WJL-WCAZ. Cards and letters from WPAB in 3 days airmailed-WSOO with a Mike shaped blotter and WDBO and later 1/2 crate Oranges; 1/27 Bob Spencer was over and we both sampled the WDBO's Oranges and only got a report off to KGO. Bob stayed till 5AM for a real DX session, but no new stations were to be heard.

SERVICE FUND Jan 20 was $31.50. Donations since, Don Wattenbarger $2.00 S. an Morss and John Curgan $1.00 each making total on Jan 31 1945 up to $35.50. Late Jan renewals will be taken from it on Feb 1st.